The **Subject** of a sentence is what the sentence is about.
The **Verb** in a sentence is the action word.
The **Object** receives the action of the verb.

The cat ate the mouse.  
The cat ate what? A mouse! → “A mouse” is the object.

John hit his sister.  
John hit whom? His sister! → “His sister” is the object.

*Write a subject (on the red line) and an object (on the blue line) to complete each sentence below.*

1. ______________________ bought ______________________.

2. ______________________ likes ______________________.

3. ______________________ made ______________________.

4. ______________________ is carrying ______________________.

5. ______________________ bit ______________________.

6. ______________________ used ______________________.

7. ______________________ is cleaning ______________________.

8. ______________________ is watching ______________________.

9. ______________________ washes ______________________.

10. ______________________ took ______________________.